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Abstract 
This paper presents a mathematical analysis of the 
effect of limited precision analog hardware for weight 
adaptation to be used in on-chip learning feed-forward 
neural networks. Easy-to-read equations and simple 
worst-case estimations f o r  the maximum tolerable 
imprecision are presented. As  an application of the 
analysis, a worst-case estimation on the minimum size 
of the weight storage capacitors is presented. 
1 Introduction 
In neural networks, signal processing is in principle 
performed by simple processors (neurons) operating in 
parallel. Implementing neural networks in parallel hard- 
ware seems therefore natural. Because chip area is expen- 
sive, it is important to determine specifications for the 
various blocks composing the neurons, in order to reduce 
the chip area as much as possible without significantly de- 
grading the neural network's performance. In this paper, 
the effect of limited precision analog weight adaptation 
circuitry on training is analyzed. 
In the analyses, we use the so-called Vector Decompo- 
sition Method (VDM) which has been introduced recently 
[1],[2]. In section 2, a short introduction into the VDM 
and some resulting equations for single-layer feed-forward 
networks will be given. These equations will be used in 
the analysis of the effect on the learning behavior of lim- 
ited precision weight adaptation blocks in section 3. 
When implementing neural networks with learning ca- 
pability in analog hardware, parasitic weight adaptation 
due to offsets, leakage and charge injection may occur. 
These effects can be modelled as an extra constant weight 
adaptation component for each adaptation cycle. In section 
3, an analysis is given of the effect of constant weight ad- 
aptation on the learning behavior. At the end of section 3, 
a worst case estimation of the maximum tolerable constant 
weight adaptation is given. 
Section 4 gives an application of the analysis and sec- 
tion 5 finally summarizes the conclusions. 
2 Dynamics of single-layer networks: a 
summary 
In this section, first a short summary of the essentials 
of the so-called vector decomposition method (VDM) 
[1],[2] are summarized. After this summary, the most im- 
portant results of the analyses of single-layer feed-fonvard 
neural nets in [l] are presented. 
The VDM is based on the introduction, for every neu- 
ron in a neural network, of a new base. The bases are used 
to decompose the weight vector and input vector of all 
neurons into three orthogonal vector components. The 
three vector components are respectively: 
- related to only the bias input signal 
(denoted with a bias superscript), 
- perpendicular to the attractor hyperplane 
(denoted by an h superscript), 
- in parallel to this attractor hyperplane 
(denoted by either an F or an E superscript). 
The attractor hyperplane is defined as the hyperplane 
that results in a local (or momentary) optimal perfonnance 
by the neural network. For single-layer neural networks, 
this attractor hyperplane is in general quasi stationary in 
input space. It appears that decomposing the weight vector 
and input vector of all neurons in vector components that 
are related to the attractor hyperplane of the neurons re- 
sults in easy-to-read equations. 
of the neuron is 
decomposed as 
With the VDM, the weight vector 
w =  p h B h  + pbias bias - - B_ + W E  
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and input vector U of the neuron is 
F +v t = ah + abias gbias - 
where the Eh and Bbias vectors are unit vectors. 
The ah and p h i a y  be associated with the concepts of 
relevant information and correct knowledge respectively. 
Similarly, lg F I  and 1411 '1 may be associated with irrelevant 
information and incorrect knowledge respectively. 
With the VDM, it has been derived [l] that the adapta- 
tion of the norm of the weight vector component in the 
local optimal direction (excluding the bias related weight) 
is given by 
P 
abias'+ I F,const I 2 +$'n' 
- 
1 abias + lU F.const 12 abius ~ I UF,const I 2 + $ T P  - with q' = q 
In these equations: 
- p denotes the index of the example; 
the total number of examples is P 
- dm is the average part of ah 
(for more precise definition see [l]) 
- ah*'' corresponds to the zero-mean part of ah, 
- D is the desired (or target) response of the neuron for 
an example 
(for more precise definition see [ 11) 
- q is the adaptation factor 
The first term on the right hand side of (3) corresponds to 
the ideal adaptation of ph, i.e. corresponds to the ideal 
adaptation of the weight vector in the local optimal direc- 
tion (excluding the bias related weight). The adaptations of 
the E' and of the pbias of the weight vector will not be 
analyzed in this paper for reasons of compactness. The 
adaptations of the W E  and of the pbras are however used to 
derive (3). 
[ - 
with ah = ah*'+ dTT 
is the average part of g F,const - 
3 Estimation of precision requirements 
In analog on-chip learning feed-forward neural nets, 
analog circuitq takes care of the adaptation of every 
weight. Because the weights are usually stored as voltages 
across capacitors, the adaptation circuitry is typically an 
analog multiplier with charge output. This charge is usu- 
ally constructed by gating an output current during some 
predefined interval (7) to the weight storage capacitor 
Cweight [11,[31-[81. 
Fig.  I Analog hardware realization of weight 
storage and adaptation circuitry 
The weight adaptation is the sum of the ideally wanted 
weight adaptation and a non-ideal (or parasitic) weight ad- 
aptation: 
AWYtal - = AWi - + AyFT (4) 
The parasitic weight adaptation is genedly caused by 
offsets in the multipliers, offsets in its input signals, leak- 
age of the stored weight-voltage, or is caused by charge 
injection of the switch that gates the output current of the 
multiplier to the capacitor [1],[9]. The parasitic weight ad- 
aptation due to offsets and due to charge injection is ap- 
proximately proportional to the number of weight adapta- 
tions because these effects occur only during adaptation. 
The leakage effect is constant in time and therefore inde- 
pendent of the number of weight adaptations. However, it 
is assumed that the effect of leakage is small compared to 
the summed effects of the offsets and of the charge-injec- 
tion. It follows that the parasitic weight adaptation is by 
approximation constant for each weight adaptation. 
In the remainder of section 3, a worst-case estimation 
for the maximum value of the parasitic weight adaptation 
will be given. This estimated maximum corresponds to the 
value of the constant weight adaptation, A E f a ' ,  for which 
the eventual weight vector is close to the eventual optimal 
weight vector (i.e. the weight vector corresponding to the 
global or local minimum in the energy landscape). This 
estimation results therefore in specifications for analog 
weight adaptation blocks as will be shown in section 4. 
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3.1 Estimation of the MSE increase due to 
constant weight adaptation 
In this subsection, an analysis of the effect of constant 
weight adaptation on the learning behavior of single-lwer 
feed-fonvard networks is presented for a relatively simple 
case; it is assumed for simplicity reasons that the effect of 
the g F  vector components on training are negligibly 
small. In [l] this assumption lead towards the condition 
I = 0. In a loose way , this condition means that 
the avera e (over the training examples) of any element 
of the vector is zero. As a result of this, it can be de- 
rived [I] that the weight vector follows during learning a 
straight path in weight space from an initially point (as- 
sumed to be close to the origin of the weight space) to- 
wards the eventual spot. Because of this assumption, the 
second term on the right hand side of (3) is zero. 
The parasitic adaptations of the weights form a parasitic 
adaptation vector AXpar, which is decomposed into three 




With the two equations that describe the adaptation of 
Ph and Pbias(comparable to (3)), it can be derived that the 





0.0 p E f  
Ph - 
ph@g ia&?I.U- 
l i r t e d " i @ n r a ~ a i ~ ~ t k t  (assuming a 
small e); dotted line corresponds to the 
global minimum; TT 
Par = CP biasgar& yobias - phpar 
It follows from (6) that if the sum of the first two terms 
between brackets is positive, there is a positive net adap- 
tation of ph in the global minimum. Because the MSE is 
a function of ph (see figure 21, the MSE versus time curve 
has a minimum during training for this case; after reaching 
the minimum, the MSE will increase during continued 
training. 
In case that Ph*end > pgy, the eventual fraction of cor- 
rectly classified examples is larger than in case of an ideal 
neural network, which can be explained using figure 3. 
Figure 3 shows a two-dimensional non-linearly separable 
training set (note that for illustration reasons, I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I # o ) .  
During training, the target response of examples out of 
classo is Do and the desired response for class1 examples 
is D1. The hyperplanes for which the response of the neu- 
ron is either Do or D1 are marked by the dotted lines in 
parallel to the attractor hyperplane. 
F,const Fr 
Fig.  3 Two dimensional training set in the input 
space; the two classes to be separated are 
denoted by classo and class1 
The distance between an example and the attractor hy- 
perplanes is 
h.v-f-l( r) a --, 
Ph 
(7) 
and the distance between the hyperplanes for which 
Y=Do or Y=D1 is 
With this equation, it can now easily be Seen from fig- 
ure 3 that with increasing Ph, the fraction of correctly clas- 
sified examples increases. Note that this is due to the fact 
that by increasing the ph, only the fraction of correctly 
classified linearly separable examples increases whereas 
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the fraction of correctly classified not-linearly separable 
examples remains zero. 
In case of a negative sum of the-first two terms between 
brackets in (6), the neural network will not reach the 
global minimum because the eventual phtend e &%. 
The difference between the minimum attainable MSE 
for an ideal neural net and the MSE to be reached by the 
neural net with constant weight adaptation can now be ap- 
proximated by 
ph’end - pfdz:? aMSE I .- - 
2 aph ph,end 
where p%$f corresponds to the norm of the weight vec- 
tor (excluding the bias-related weight) corresponding to 
the global minimum. Similarly, phVend corresponds to the 
actual eventual value of ph. The difference between 
ph,end and phend ideal can be obtained from 
a2MSE (phlend - pideal)  hend ~ 
aMSE(ph) I - aMSE(ph) I 
a ph ph,e& d P h  pgz’ 
Noting that the right hand side of (3) is identical to 
-q times the first derivative of the MSE with respect to 
ph [lo], it follows directly that under the assumption of 
F,const - - 0  - - 
Using a Taylor series expansion, it is straight forward 
to show that 
-2 ~- d2MSE - 
aph’ 1 - P(correct) ‘ 
where P (D-Y) denotes the probability density function of 
the difference between actual and targetresponse (0-Y), to 
be approximated in section 3.3. 
In this approximation, a linearization of the derivative 
of the energy function with respect to the ph has been used; 
the resulting expression is therefore valid only for a lim- 
ited range. Allowing only relatively small increments 
M S E  in (8), one operates usually in this limited validity 
range. In (8), the distribution function for (04) must be 
known; this distribution function is however determined 
by the total training set and by the total weight vector. A 
sufficiently accurate estimation of the error distribution 
function is calculated in section 3.3. 
An illustration 
Figure 4 illustrates the correspondence between (8) and 
simulation results for a specific training set. For the cal- 
culations, the approximation of the error distribution func- 
tion as will be described in section 3.3 was used. This ap- 
proximation of the distribution function requires the ideal 
eventual MSE and the ideal eventual fraction of correctly 
classified examples. The required ah%” is given in (7); other 
required parameters for (8) are the type of non-linearity 
lo4 
Fig.  4 Minimum attainable MSE as a function of the 
a / a  ; calculation results 
(lines), and simulation results (0 correspond 
to negative values, and X correspond to posi- 
”A” explained in section 3.2 
phpar  - pbiaspar ATT b i m  
tive of pkPar-pbimPraAV / a  bias ); 
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3.2 Rule of thumb P (0-Y) approximated in section 3.3. 
It can be derived that the average adaptation of ph is 
positive only for linearly separable examples that result in 
a non-zero weight adaptation, and similarly that all non- 
linearly separable examples result in an average decrease 
of ph. This can be explained as follows (for a more exact 
description see [l]): the adaptation of ph on the constant 
dTT cancels in first order; adaptation of ph on the remain- 
ing ah*’’ has a positive sign for linearly separable examples 
and has a negative sign for non-linearly separable exam- 
ples. 
In the global minimum in the MSE versus ph curve (see 
figure 2), the total adaptation of ph is ideally zero. The 
total adaptation of Bh on linearly separable examples in 
the global minimum is therefore equal to the adaptation 
on non-linearly separable examples but positive: 
- 
uLin.sep. 3 A P ~  2 o [- - 
The subscript Lin.Sep. in these relation corresponds to 
examples that are linearly separable; input vectors with the 
subscript Non-Lin.Sep. correspond to non-linearly separa- 
ble training examples. Furthermore, the average of the ad- 
aptation of ph must be used in these relations to com 
sate for constant part in ah, i.e. to compensate for F- 
The relation can be interpreted as follows: in the global 
minimum, the linearly separable examples generate a 
“force” which tends to increase ph and the non-linearly 
separable examples generate an equal (but with opposite 
sign) “force” that tends to reduce ph. 
As a rule of thumb, the effect of the parasitic constant 
weight adaptation is insignificant in case that the ideal ad- 
aptation of ph on the linearly separable examples is at least 
one order of magnitude larger than the parasitic weight ad- 
aptation terms on the right hand side of (6). In formula: 
The point marked with A in figure 3 corresponds to the 
situation in which the right hand side of (9) is one order 
of magnitude larger than the left hand side of (9). For the 
training set used in the simulations, at the point marked 
with A, the increase in MSE is 1% of the optimum MSE,  
while ph,end is approximately 0.9 or 1.1 times p k f  (de- 
pending on the sign of ph9Pm-- pblar~araAn, a bras 1. 
With (7), equation (9) can be rewritten into 
LinSep. 
Note that the integral in (10) requires only information 
about the distribution of the error (D-Y), the shape of the 
non-linear functionf(-) and the desired response D .  It fol- 
lows directly from (10) that the maximum tolerable con- 
stant weight adaptation decreases linearly with the recip- 
rocal value of f$&:f; i.e. decreases with decreasing 
distance between the boundaries at which the neuron clas- 
sifies examples as Y=D. 
3.3 Approximating the error-distribution 
In the mathematical estimation of the maximum of the 
constant parasitic weight adaptation, the distribution func- 
tion of the errors (D-Y) is required. An exact description 
of this distribution function requires knowledge about the 
total training set and the exact state of the neural network. 
For estimation purposes, an approximation of the actual 
distribution function appears to be satisfactoly. In this sec- 
tion, it is assumed that the actual distribution function of 
the errors, P(D-Y) is linearly descending with the error: 
- A(D-Y) (D-Y ) <?A 
elsewhere ’ P(D-Y ) = 
In this case, it is straight forward to calculate that the 
constants A and B are given by 
2 (1-P(correct)) and 
3 M S E  
A =  q INT(D-Y) d(D-Y) R small effect (9) I 
Lin.Sep. I -I 
with 4 2(1 -~(correc t ) )~  
3 M S E  B =  
INT(D-Y) = 
Although more accurate approximations can be made 
D-f(ah”(D-y> ph))”(ah”(D-Y) p h )  ah’”<D-Y) this does generally not increase the accuracy of the results 
of the estimations in this paper significantly, while the 




3.4 Estimation of precision requirements 
Assuming that the constant weight adaptation AW is 
identical for all weights, (10) can be used to give a worst 
case estimation of the maximum tolerable constant weight 
adaptation: 
Lin.Sep 
is usually equal to the magnitude of any other 
element of the input vector E, for which situation 1 aA"/abws I < ; where Njn  is the number of inputs 




- 2 0 d K T  pbzf 
LinSep. 
Calculations show that the integral in (12) is weakly de- 
pendent on the distribution of (0-r>. The integral changes 
slightly only for extreme performance parameters (either 
high fraction of correctly classified examples and simul- 
taneous a high MSE or a low P(correct) and simultane- 
ously a low MSE). For a sigmoid non-linearity with unity 
maximum derivative and a double threshold at 0.95 re- 
spectively 0.05 of the maximum neuron response, calcu- 
lated values for the integral are typically in the range 
[0.01,0.02]. With these values, a worst case estimation for 
the maximum tolerable constant weight adaptation is: 
0.01 (worst case) 9 AWfar I 
- 2 0 K - T  pk:f 
Because the maximum usable adaptation factor q de- 
creases linearly with Nin [l], it follows that the worst case 
tolerable constant weight adaptation scales inversely pro- 
For higher constant weight 
indicated by (13), the neuron 
T F  
may learn the training set but the MSE then de nds on 
both the training set especially on abias and ck ) and on 
the exact values of p 
The value of pkzf can easily be derived assuming that 
the incorrect knowledge part of , E', is small. In this 
\,par and Dbiaspar 
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case, $dz:f is by approximation equal to the norm of the 
weight vector of the neuron after training, excluding the 
bias-related weight. By subdividing the eventual weight 
vector in a bias related weight Wbias and in the remaining 
elements, D&:f can be approximated by 
4 An application 
In this section, an application of the analysis of section 
3 is presented: the minimum size of weight storage capaci- 
tors in single-layer neural nehvorks is estimated mathe- 




[-db , db] is the implemented weight range 
[--Peight , $"''eight] is the corresponding weight 
voltage range (stored on a capacitor) 
- AQpar is the attainable constant charge injection 
- Cweight is the weight storage capacitor 
It is now straight forward to show that the weight storage 
capacitors must satisfy 
where the desired accuracy for the weight adaptation, 
A W P ,  is given by (12). The largest ph possible with the 
specified weight range is db-. For a sigmoid non- 
linearity with unity maximum derivative and a double 
threshold at 0.95 respectively 0.05 of the maximum neuron 
response, it follows from (13) that a worst case estimation 
for the size of the weight storage capacitor is 
h2 AQpar (Njn - 1) 
@eight 2 2000 (worst case) 
9 Pweight 
A 
For A F =  100 electrons; veight = 1.5; fi = 10; q= 0.1 
and a five dimensional input space (including the bias), the 
minimum size of the weight storage capacitor is then worst 
case 80pF. 
Note that depending on the training set, the hardware 
neural network may leam the training set properly using 
smaller capacitors because among others the actual pk:f 
depends on the training set. If for example the eventual 
hyperplane is perpendicular to one of the axes that span the 
input space and at the same time only half of the weight 
range is used, the required capacitors need worst case to be 
1OpF. Note that in this case the gain of the weight adapta- 
tion block is decreased by a factor 8 with respect to the 
situation with the 80pF weight storage capacitor in order 
to obtain the same adaptation factor q. 
Furthermore, the estimations in this paper are worst-case 
estimations. As indicated by figure 4, constant weight 
adaptations up to a factor 3 larger than those indicated by 
equations (12) and (13) may have a negligibly small effect 
on the attainable performance. Therefore, the weight stor- 
age capacitors may be taken about a factor 3 smaller than 
indicated by the worst-case estimations. For even smaller 
weight storage capacitors, the neural network may leam 
properly, but the difference between the eventual perform- 
ance and the optimum performance will depend heavily on 
the training set. 
5 Conclusions 
This paper presents a mathematical estimation of pre- 
cision requirements for analog weight adaptation circuitry 
for single-layer feed-forward neural nets. It is shown that 
for a specific non-linearity and specific threshold values, 
the worst-case precision depends only on the adaptation 
factor, the eventual norm of the weight vector and on the 
dimension of the input space. For precisions lower than 
those indicated by the worst-case estimations in this paper, 
the neural network may leam the training set, but the even- 
tual performance will be heavily dependent on both train- 
ing set and on the precisions of all weight adaptation 
blocks. With the precision estimations in this paper, one 
can estimate whether given analog hardwired on-chip 
learning neural networks are feasible for given training 
sets. Another application of the analysis in this paper is 
the estimation of the minimum size for weight storage ca- 
pacitors. 
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